The asymptotic distribution of multivariate M-estimates is studied. It is shown that, in general, consistency leads to asymptotic normality and a Law of the Iterated Logarithm. The results are used to compute via matrix derivatives the asymptotic distribution of a class of estimates due to Maronna.
Introduction
This paper examines the asymptotic distribution of multivariate M-estimates, with emphasis on a recent proposal of Maronna (1976) . In section 2, the necessary general theory is given. The methods of Carroll (1977) and Huber (1967) are used to show that, under some conditions, consistency of M-estimates implies asymptotic nonnality, a Law of the Iterated Logarithm (LIL) , and an approximation of M-estimates by the sample mean of bounded random variables, with the error of approximation of almost sure order O(n-l log 2 n). Maronna (1976) computed for distributions of radial type (of dimension p) the asymptotic distribution of M-estimates of location and scatter (say T ,V), n n defined as solutions of systems of equations of the fonn (1.1) (1.2) where PI and P 2 are sIOOoth ftmctions. Under his assumptions, Tn and V n are asymptotically independently and normally distributed when properly normed, and Tn has a particularly simple covariance matrix. In section 3 we investigate the relationship of Tn and V n in a formal manner under weaker distributional assumptions, although under stronger restrictions for PI and P2.
Since Maronna has shown the consistency of his estimates under conditions weaker than radial synnnetry, the results of our section 2 can be used to investigate the exact nature of the asymptotic distributions of Tn and V n when the underlying distribution is not of radial type. This investigation is facilitated by the use of Taylor expansions with matrix derivatives (MacRae (1974)). The power and case of matrix derivatives have greatly Qualitatively, our results (particularly (3.4)) exhibit the phenomenon that. the asymptotic covariance matrix E of T is a complicated function . n depending on V n , except in cases of syrrunetry. This means that direct estimation of E from an asymptotic variance fOTI11.lla (as is done in the symmetric case), while possible, is not appealing. Fortunately, Tn is a smooth functional of PI and P2' so that jackknifing would be an appropriate method of estimation; however, Tn is a nonlinear function of X1'X2' ... '~' so that the jackknife will be rather burdensome from a computational standpoint.
Representations
In this section we show that consistency of M-estimates leads, under general smoothness conditions, to a much stronger characterization. We adopt the notation of Huber (1967) , so that e will be a connected subset of p-dimensiona1
Euclidean space lR P , (X,Q,P) is the probability space, X = lRq for some q, and l/J(x,6) is a function mapping xxe into lR P • l/J will be given the measurability and separability by Huber's (B-1). We define a sequence of statistics Tn in such a way that (2.1) . . One step of a Newton-Raphson iteration is also a possibility (Bickel (1974)). 5 We assume in this section that for each e,~(x,e) has second partial derivatives in e except possibly for at most k points X = a l (8) Tn-SO = A-l(n-l.I~(X1·'SO)) + G n , where lim sup n(10g 2 n)-11 IG II :;; C (a.s).
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The heart of the proof is contained in the following lemma. almost surely as n -+-00 for 11 8-8 0 II~En '
-(e-e o ) II~C{I 18-eol lEn + n-l/z(log n)l/Z} .
1=1P
roof of Lemma 1. Suppose XEB(E n ) but X Faj(e o ) for any j=l, ... ,k. By (Z.5),
where IB(e) is the indicator function of the event B. Similarly, for X outside B(E n ), by a Taylor expansion and (Z.6), the left hand side of (Z.lO) is bounded by Czl la-801 I Z . Hence
Now, since B(E) is compact, it has a finite subcover so that by (Z.3),
Pr{XlEB(E n )} S MIEn for some constant MI. Then, one shows by Bernstein's inequality that as n -+-00, -l,n n LlIB(E )(X i )
Also, by the Law of the Iterated Logarithm and the second part of (2.5), almost surely as n -+-00
Thus, (Z.8) follows. To prove (Z.9), note that since~is bounded, by the Law of the Iterated Logarithm, almost surely as n + 00, 
Multivariate Location and Scatter
The estimates defined by (1.1) and (l.Z) are studied in this section. As discussed in the introduction, the results of the preceeding section can typically be used to show that for some points (T(P), Vo(P)) ,
..
and this is assumed throughout. Also, Theorem 1 enables us to assume that PI and Pz are sufficiently smooth as to allow Taylor expansions, which we will do throughout this section. We assume the matrices HI' HZ' and H 3 defined below are invertible; this has been shown by Maronna when the distributions are of radial type.
The following notation is used. I p denotes the (pxp) identity matrix dZCX,V) = XlV-lX, "0" is the Kronecker product, while A*B is the star produce OMacRae (1974)). If W= (w 1 , ... ,w p ) is (pxp), then W* = (}Vi,""w p ) is a (pZxl) matrix. If X is (nxm) , the matrix derivative ZZ ax/ax = E(n,m) is an (n xm ) matrix. The chain rule and product rule remain as defined by MacRae, while P3(x) = pi (x)/(Zx). The following definitions presuppose that H Z -1 exists, wit}l E l and E Ol denoting expectations wit~respect to the measures of Xl and (XO,X l ) (independently distributed as P) respectively.
Definitions. Set
Theorem Z. Assume H 1 ' HZ exist and set Tep) = 0, VOe p ) = V o .
Then, almost surely as n~,
In providing Theorem 2, we make use of the following identities (De Waal (1975) ). In equations (3.5) to (3.11) below, X, W, and T will be (p x 1) column vectors, while V, WI' and W z are (pxp) matrices. Both equations (3.10) and (3.11) use the chain rule, while (3.11) then
The following propositions are necessary, and are basic applications of the chain rule, the product rule, and equations (3.5) (3.11). At this point it is useful to recall that Maronna has shown that V o is symmetric, thus simplifying the application of the preceeding propositions.
Proof of Theorem 2:
Starting with the first defining equation, By Taylor expansions, (3.1), and the Law of the Iterated Logarithm,
the last following from the Law of the Iterated Logarithm. Propositions 1 and 2 then give (3.2). To obtain (3.3), note that
By the Law of the Iterated Logarithm, this gives
Thus, (3.3) follows now from Propositions 3 and 4. Finally, to obtain (3.4), one plugs in the result e3.3) into e3.Z), with manipulations following from the identify (3.9). For example E,{P3(dCXI,VO))XI(VO-lXiVo-1)*'lHZ-1EO{PZCd2CXO,Vo))CTnXb + XOT~)*l = Eo,{P3Cd(XIVO))P2(d2CXo,VO))XlXbCW(Xl)+WCX1)')lTn . 0 -1 Note that all the results would have been 0 Cn) if it were merely 1 p known that n 2 CT n -TCP)) had limit distributions. This we assume in the following Corollaries, although strong consistency of CT ,V) would n n . lead to almost sure results. 14 Corollary 1. If HI and H 2 are invertible, P is symmetric, and both n l / 2 (t n -T(F)) and n1/2CVn-Va(F)) have limit distributions, then setting T(F) = a and Va(F) = Va' " (3.14) (3.15) If P is of radial type, one shows that H~l exists and that the limit distrib liion of Tn is as given by Maronna. I t might be of interest to note that (3.14) and (3.15) are considerably neater than (3. 
